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Essential Assessment

(Erkens, Schimmer, & Vagle, 2017)

“The formative and summative purposes of assessment can be
so intertwined that they are mutually supportive rather than
conflicting. Unless this is done, formative assessment cannot
achieve its full potential to improve learning.”
-P. Black (2013)

Assessment
True North

Inaccurate formative assessment has the potential to
misinform students about what comes next.

Inaccurate summative assessment has the potential to
misinform others about levels of proficiency.

“Validity is in question when grades mean different things
in different schools or subjects, in different teachers’
classes, and for different types of student.”
-Susan Brookhart (2013)

Validity & Reliability
(Heritage, 2010)

• Validity refers to whether an assessment is

measuring what it is intended to measure…and
is related to a specific use of an assessment or
the interpretation of the data
• Reliability refers to how consistently an

assessment measures what it is intended to
measure. If a test is reliable, the results should
be repeatable.

“Failure and success are not episodes, they

are trajectories.”
-Rosabeth Moss Kanter
Confidence, p. 9

“Expectations about the likelihood of eventual success
determine the amount of effort people are willing to put in.
Those who are convinced that they can be successful in
carrying out the actions required for a successful outcome who have the self-efficacy - are likely to try harder and
persist longer when they face obstacles.”
-Rosabeth Moss Kanter
Confidence, p. 39

“It’s not mistakes that cause winners to lose, it’s panic. Panic is a
sudden, anxious feeling of loss of control, and panicking can
make a small fumble worse, by causing people to lose their heads
and forget to think clearly.”
“Panic is the enemy of good decision-making under pressure.”
-Rosabeth Moss Kanter
Confidence, p. 68
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Analyzing Standards
Nicole Dimich Vagle (2015) “Design in 5”

1. Circle the verbs (and other words that indicate what
students should do) in the standards.
• “These words lead us to the cognitive level required and the
type of work in which our students need to engage.” (pg. 25)

2. Underline key concepts, vocabulary words,
and contextual information.
• “Consideration of concepts and vocabulary also helps inform
instruction and the type of academic language pertinent to the
grade level and content area.” (pg. 26)

Alford, G., Herbert, P., & Frangenheim, E. (2006). Bloom’s Taxonomy Overview. Innovative Teachers Companion , 176 – 224. ITC Publications.
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First five incorrect?
Last five incorrect?
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One question worth five incorrect?

The raw score doesn’t always tell the whole story

Are all questions at the same cognitive complexity?
Could you utilize more “scalable” questions?
Could I create a “level” progression?
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Under what circumstances or conditions would each of the following
assessment methods be most appropriate?
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Feedback

Five Keys to Effective Feedback
1. Does it elicit a productive response?
2. Does it identify what’s next?
3. Is it targeted to the learner?
4. Is it strength-based?
5. Does it cause thinking?

Keep doing this...

This needs fixing...

Grading from the
Inside Out

Traditional Grading?
Participation Exams Attitude
Projects
Tests
Effort
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Quizzes
Homework
Attendance

Extra Credit
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Assignments

Completion

Group Scores

Mathematical precision through the complex combination of weighting
and finding the mean average.
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descriptive feedback

“A common purpose for homework...is to provide students with opportunities
to practice skills and processes in order to increase their speed, accuracy,
fluency, and conceptual understanding. Students should be fairly familiar
with the relevant skill if they are going to practice it for homework.”

-Classroom Instruction that Works (p. 106)
Dean, Hubbell, Pitler, & Stone

Accuracy Questions related to

Grading Homework

Who did the work?
Was our instruction that flawless?
Was the student clear on directions? Were we?
Are you emphasizing learning or points/compliance.
Will your feedback produce a productive response?
When are students supposed to take academic risks?
What is the intent of the homework? (Practice v

Homework as Practice?
(Schimmer, 2016)

• Is it learning-centred?
• Is it necessary?
• Is it reasonable?
• Is it of high quality?
• Are the students ready?
• Were the students involved?
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